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1 Introduction
Political communication research has established the importance of news images for:
• Creating visual frames [1]
• Eliciting emotion [2]
• Grabbing readers’ attention [3]

Methods for automated content analysis focus exclusively on text while ignoring the visual cues
that create additional, latent meanings. This study demonstrates how social scientists can effi-
ciently train image classifiers to match large-scale text analysis.

2 Issues Confronting Image Analysis
Machine learning research has advanced convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) for automated
image analysis, but there are roadblocks. Deep networks require:
• Millions of pre-labeled training images
• Detailed knowledge of neural network theory
• Hours of parameter tuning on state-of-the-art computers

3 Methods
I overcome these roadblocks by leveraging pre-trained networks from machine learning.
1. A pre-trained neural network performs feature extraction and dimension reduction.
2. The scaled down feature maps are analyzed by the model – X-pert Contender.

3.1 Transfer Learning for Feature Detection

Figure 1: ConvNets learn low-level shapes first, and then more complex, high-level features.

3.2 Neural Networks: simple, elegant, and powerful
X-pert is a two layer neural networks that maps images from a feature space to class labels.
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4 Results
Two versions of X-pert were trained on different subsets of the MORPH database.

• BX-pert achieved top accuracy of 89% after only 400 iterations

• LX-pert achieved top accuracy of 96% after 650 iterations (about one hour of training)

Figure 2: Accuracy (y-axis) steadily improves over the course of training (x-axis)

5 Conclusions
• Transfer learning reduces the roadblocks facing automated image analysis in social science.

• ConvNets are a viable technique to train accurate and reliable image classifiers.

• Tuning ConvNet parameters gives scholars insight into how we derive meaning from images.

6 Forthcoming Research
• Text and Image Data, Toward a Singular Classifier: combine ConvNets with recurrent neural

networks (RNN’s) to measure latent dimensions in text and image data. This marks the first
attempt – in any discipline – to build such a classifier.

• Uncertain Neural Networks: using variational approximation, a Bayesian neural network is es-
timated. This model introduces uncertainty in ConvNet predictions, helping scholars capture
measurement error.
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